To be observed on the premises
and in the warehouse – safety first!

Emergency management,
procedure in case of fire or emergency

3 _Pay attention to all prohibition, mandatory

3_


Leave
by the nearest escape route when
you hear the acoustic warning signal or an
announcement to leave the building (escape
route plans)

or information signs in all areas

3 Follow instructions from the BURSPED-personnel
immediately

3 _Keep to the given direction of traffic at all times
while on company premises – the one-way traffic
system is signposted!

3 _When your vehicle is stationary, always switch off

3 _People who are not behaving appropriately request
that these people leave the danger area

3 _

Go to the indicated muster point immediately (at the light tower, near the main gate,
in front of the pedestrian bridge)

the engine of your vehicle and assure it with splins
against roll away

3 _Filling up with, or changing, fuel or lubricants on
the company premises is forbidden

3_

	Smoking is forbidden throughout overall
premises. Exceptions are marked

3_

 ear personal protection equipment
W
(work and safety shoes)

3 _

Wear a safety vest

3_

	 Pay attention to fork-lift truck traffic, as
these vehicles have priority

3 _

Follow the indicated routes, access to
the warehouse areas is forbidden

3 _Any damage caused and any leakages that occur are
to be reported immediately to the BURSPED-personnel
– also potential origin of danger

Procedure in case of any accidents or
injuries
3_


Inform
the BURSPED-personnel immediately; help can be provided straight away by
someone qualified in first aid, or an ambulance can be called

Thank you for your visit. We hope that it was successful.
We look forward to seeing you here again.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact us.

KG Bursped Speditions-GmbH & Co.
Halskestraße 63
22113 Hamburg
Telefon 040 731230
info.hh@bursped.de
www.bursped.de
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Information for Visitors
Welcome!
We welcome you to our company and
wish you a pleasant visit.
This leaflet contains some important guidelines
about our company and its management of quality
and the environment, including health and safety
issues. We ask you kindly to take note of these
guidelines during your stay.

Environmental management –
DIN ISO 14001

We, the KG BURSPED Speditions-GmbH & Co.,
connect people and markets.

3 _The company management is committed to comply
it
Ex nce
tra
En

Quality management –
DIN ISO 9001 including HACCP

Muster point

Barrier

It is our principal objective to develop top-quality,
cost-efficient transport services for each customer.
Services that are as environmentally friendly as
possible, and available professionally from under
one roof.

our dealings with the general public, in our cooperation with our partners and subcontractors and
in implementing the highest possible health and
safety standards in our company, all specific tasks
within each area of our operations are carried out
in the most environmentally responsible way.

Main entrance

Side entrance

3 _Taking the statutory requirements into account in

3 _Also taken into account here are the market econInformation
Direction of traffic
Gate number
Emergency exit
Muster point
Visitors’ car park
Barrier

Each of our employees shares the responsibility
for our quality standards and environmental
considerations.

Office

Our ethical principles are of fundamental importance
in our dealings with employees, customers and the
environment.

Forwarding and wrapping hall

Our transport organisation strives to fulfil the
requirements of our customers to their complete
satisfaction. At the same time we always take our
corporate objective of protecting the environment
into account as part of our responsibility towards
our employees, customers and owners.

with all statutory demands and restrictions. We are
fully aware that, in the long run, our commercial
goals can only be achieved through a particularly
caring interaction with the environment – and the
environmentally responsible use of raw materials
is an important part of the corporate policy of our
company.

omy, business administration and technical considerations (the best possible services, technologies and processes at an acceptable price). The
economical deployment and ecologically aware
selection of materials ensures that the impact on
our environment will be continuously reduced.
Any growth at the expense of the environment is
to be avoided.

We attach particular importance to:

3 _Providing a first-class service with standards that last
3 _A complete documentation and information
structure

3 _Individual customer care and continuous improvement of our range of services
3 Consideration of product-specific requirements
3 _Flexibility
3 _Favourable purchasing conditions and cost
effectiveness through the sourcing of appropriate
capacities

We attach particular importance to:

3 _Compliance with statutory requirements
3 _Environmentally responsible transport design
3 _Economical and ecological deployment of raw
materials

3 _Reduction of environmental effects
3 _Health and safety protection at work in all areas
of the company at a secure location

